
 

 

 

Job Opportunity 

 

Post Product Designer Reference Tradenet-HR/J/2023/40 

Location Male’ 

No of positions 1 

Term of Employment 
The duration of the assignment is 1 (one) year from the commencement of work. Contract can be extended after performance 
analysis at the end of the term. 

Remuneration  Based on qualifications and experience 

Scope of Work 

As a Product Designer, you will be at the heart of creating simple and engaging experiences for our growing list of digital products. 

Your mission will be to weave together form and function, crafting user-centric designs that captivate our audience.  

You will collaborate closely with designers, engineers, and other stakeholders, using your creative and problem-solving skills to 

comprehend requirements and guide an idea through the phases of research, wireframing, prototyping, and the creation of refined 

UI designs that are development-ready. 

Qualification & 
Experience 

▪ Degree/diploma in Design, Fine Arts, Engineering or related field (or equivalent practical experience) 
▪ Minimum 3+ years proven work experience in product design 
▪ Highly proficient in Figma and Adobe Creative Suite. 
▪ Solid grasp of user-centered design principles and industry best practices. 
▪ Outstanding communication skills to articulate design concepts and rationale to diverse teams. 
▪ A passion for staying updated with design trends, tools, and emerging technologies. 
▪ Strong analytical skills to measure content performance and make data-driven decisions. 
▪ Portfolio highlighting relevant work. 

Responsibilities 

▪ Understand product needs, direction and create flows, journey maps, wireframes, prototypes and detailed designs to 
iterate on product scenarios. 

▪ You’ll apply the fundamentals of design with special emphasis on accessibility to your work, translating functions and 
features into good UI and UX. 

▪ Collaborate with front-end engineers throughout the development of UI. 
▪ Plan and lead usability tests to back design choices and identify areas for improvement. 
▪ Present design choices with clarity to assist in making decisions that are well-founded. 
▪ Incorporate feedback from users and stakeholders to refine design iterations based on input. 
▪ Work closely with the Solutions, Engineering, Brand and Support teams to understand product issues to iterate on 

product features. 
▪ Be actively involved in maintaining and updating the design system. 
▪ Create detailed documentation for the design system. 

 

Interested applicants are requested to email us your applications with the following documents before 1400hrs on 06th September 2023 to 

careers@tradenet.com.mv  

▪ Completed Job Application Form (attached)  
▪ Passport Size Photo (Digital Copy) 
▪ Scan of National ID card 
▪ CV 
▪ Scans of educational certificates 
▪ Employment reference letters 
▪ Police Report 

Kindly note that only shortlisted candidates will be contacted for an interview.  
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